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Summary
With the SAP® Inventory Manager mobile app,
warehouse clerks, maintenance engineers, and
field service technicians alike can be confident
of having the mission-critical parts, tools, and
materials they need to get the job done. Speed
up cycle counts, transfers, issues, and receipts,
and keep a handle on your carrying costs.
Objectives
•• Ensuring that stoppages and interruptions
do not occur or are not prolonged due to an
inventory shortage
•• Keeping obsolescence, shrinkage, theft, and
carrying costs under control
•• Making sure high-value and sensitive items
are properly handled

Solution
•• Receive, issue, and transfer inventory
•• Prepick, pack, and stage items
•• Request, order, and install parts
•• Remove parts and process returns
•• Track materials by number, work order, bin,
location, and so on
•• Perform inventory and warehouse stock
physical counts
•• Transfer warehouse stock
•• Have availability while online, offline, and
“sometimes connected”
•• Run natively on Android, iOS, Microsoft
Windows 7 and 8, and Windows Mobile
Benefits
•• Reduce costs associated with delayed
repairs and prolonged downtime resulting
from part shortages
•• Reduce inventory carrying costs
•• Tighten the supply chain, service response
times, and ship-to-bill cycles
Learn more
Call your SAP representative, or visit us online
at www.sap.com/mobile.
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BOOST WORKFORCE PRODUCTIVITY
The SAP® Inventory Manager mobile app helps
ensure that field service and maintenance engineers have the mission-critical parts they need
to bring assets, services, and customers back
online as quickly as possible. Warehouse personnel can handle inventory quickly and maintain necessary stock levels, while field personnel
can locate and access the parts, tools, and
materials they need. Cycle counts and spot
checks can be performed more frequently.
SAP Inventory Manager enables your enterprise
to capture and maintain accurate inventory
data for the reliable visibility across the value

chain required to maintain optimal inventory
levels and tighten the supply chain. This way,
you can implement the appropriate just-in-time
or just-in-case strategies. A tighter supply chain
and accurate inventory levels reduce carrying
costs, as well as minimize the costs associated
with service delays and prolonged outages and
failures.
IMPROVE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
SAP Inventory Manager automatically generates reliable electronic audit trails for compliance with regulatory agencies and oversight
groups, helping you avoid associated penalties.
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of
SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or
registered trademarks of SAP AG (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. Please see
http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx#trademark for additional trademark information and
notices. Some software products marketed by SAP AG and its distributors contain proprietary software components of
other software vendors.
National product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP AG or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or
warranty of any kind, and SAP AG or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials.
The only warranties for SAP AG or SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty
statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional
warranty.
In particular, SAP AG or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or
any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or any related presentation,
and SAP AG’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or platform directions and
functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP AG or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason
without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or
functionality. All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to diﬀer
materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak
only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

